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SARS-CoV-2 is a very transmissible and pathogenic coronavirus which detected in Malaysia in January
2020. Nevertheless, the sample from Malaysia is still under-sequenced. Hence lacking clarity of the cir-
culating strain in Malaysia leads to a deadlock in understanding the virus infectivity. This study aimed to
investigate the genome identity of circulating COVID-19 strains in Pahang and understand disease epi-
demiology during the pandemic. This study leveraged high-throughput sequencing analysis for the whole
genome sequencing and implemented bioinformatic technique for the analysis. Here we reported that
the virus with D614G mutation in Spike protein circulates in a few Malaysia states before the
Sivagangga cluster announced in Kedah in July 2020. This mutated virus includes our virus sample iso-
lated in April 2020 from an asymptomatic patient in Pahang. Based on the phylogenetic analysis, we dis-
covered the origin of our sample Pahang/IIUM91 was not related to Sivagangga cluster. Here, we have
generated 3D structure model of Pahang/IIUM91 Spike protein. D614G mutation in Pahang/IIUM91
Spike protein increases viral stability and flexibility, hence render higher infectivity. Collectively, our
results suggest for the establishment of a complete SARS-CoV-2 genome database in Malaysia. Hence,
more research should be established to learn the behaviour of this virus.
� 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 2nd International Con-
ference on Innovative Technology and Sciences (iCITES 2020).
1. Introduction genomes provides insights into the virus’s ongoing evolution and
Globally until January 16, 2021, World Health Organization
(WHO) has reported 92,262,621 confirmed cases of COVID-19 with
approximately 0.8% of new cases every day, including 1,995,037
deaths, caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2) [1]. In Malaysia, WHO has reported that the first
wave of COVID-19 infection started on January 24, 2020, identify-
ing 22 cases [2]. As of January 16, 2021, a total of 155,095 positive
cases, including 594 deaths, had been reported to the Ministry of
Health, Malaysia (MOH) [3]. Whereas until early January 2021,
there are 312,896 complete and partial genomes of SARS-CoV-2
deposited to Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data
(GISAID) database, of which contributed by clinicians and
researchers worldwide [4,5]. This online sharing of SARS-CoV-2
epidemiology during the pandemic and will likely play an essential
role in the surveillance and eventual mitigation and control [6].
Nevertheless, the number of whole genomes of SARS-CoV-2 Malay-
sian strains deposited in GISAID is still under-sequenced. As of Jan-
uary 7, 2020, there were only 250 of high coverages of Malaysian
strains of the SARS-CoV-2 complete genome has been deposited
into the GISAID database by local researchers [4,5]. Hence the lack
of data available to assign the current circulating strain corre-
sponding to the significant clusters of COVID-19 reported by MOH.

Earlier studies reported nine different lineages of SARS-CoV-2;
A, B, B.1, B.1.1, B.1.1.1, B.1.36, B.2, B.3 and B.6 were circulating from
the second wave of infections [7], started from February 27, 2020
[2]. Among these lineages, it reported that lineage B.6, named
Indian lineage [6] had become the predominant cause of commu-
nity transmission in Malaysia, linked to Tablighi Jamaat cluster
[7]. Hence suggesting that the lineage B.6 have established com-
munity transmission [7,8]. Duchene et al. [9] suggest that circulat-
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ing SARS-CoV-2 lineages accumulate nucleotide mutations at
about 1–2 mutations per months, with the pylodynamic threshold
attained about two months of the estimated start of the outbreak.
A recent announcement by MOH revealed that five clusters in
Malaysia, namely Benteng (23 viruses), Sivagangga (4 viruses),
Tawar (3 viruses), Sungai (1 virus) and Bukit Tiram (1 virus); were
found to display the D614G mutation in Spike protein [10].

Analysis of more than 28,000 S gene sequence in May 2020
revealed that the variant carrying the D614G Spike mutation
became the globally dominant form of SARS-CoV-2 [11]. Zhang
et al. [12] reported the mutant virus with glycine at the residue
614 (G614) of Spike protein, replacing aspartic acid (D614) was
not detected in January to February 2020, but infrequently
observed in March 2020. The frequency of D614G genotype
expands by April to May 2020 [12]. Increases in the frequency of
this set of mutation during co-circulation within individual regions
during outbreaks, suggesting that the increase resulted from a fit-
ness advantage rather than founder effects and/or genetic drift
[13]. Plante et al. [13] reported that the G614 virus variant could
replicate with a higher viruses titre, hence outcompeting the
D614 virus when infecting human airway tissues. They also show
that the G614 variant retained higher infectivity at various temper-
ature tested, thus suggesting a D614Gmutation increase the stabil-
ity of SARS-CoV-2 [13].

The necessity of characterising the geographical spread and
molecular evolution of SARS-CoV-2, through extensive global
sequencing efforts, mainly relies on determining the biological sig-
nificance of the detected mutations [14,15]. In this context, global
tracking data proposed by Korber et al. [11] suggested that the
G614 variant in Spike has spread faster than D614 variant. Hence
D614G genotype is likely to be more infectious, due to higher viral
loads in COVID-19 patients infected with G614 variant [11,16].
Zhang et al. [12] suggest that D614G mutation increased virus
infectivity by assembling more functional Spike protein density in
the virion, allowing more efficient person-to-person transmission.
Nevertheless, it has been observed that the spike D614G substitu-
tion increases the susceptibility of G614 virus to neutralisation by
antibodies, suggesting that the efficacy of vaccines, designed based
on the original D614 spike sequence, could not be reduced [13].

Here, we analysed the dominance lineage of SARS-CoV-2 cur-
rently circulating in Malaysia using the whole genome of Malay-
sian SARS-CoV-2 available in GISAID. Accordingly, we analysed
the relative frequency of D614 variant compared to G614 variant
in Spike protein of Malaysian SARS-CoV-2 and summarised the
G614 variant deposited in the GISAID database. We also investi-
gated the G614 variant Spike protein divergence of Pahang-
hCoV19/Malaysia/IIUM91/2020 (later called Pahang/IIUM91) rela-
tive to another G614 variant of hCov-19/Malaysia, hence its possi-
ble origin. Finally, we presented a possible Spike protein 3D
structure of Pahang/IIUM91 for future reference.
2. Materials and method

2.1. Sample processing

The sample used for this study was considered excess diagnos-
tics material, where the leftovers of RNA extract was subjected for
whole genome sequencing and reported elsewhere. Briefly, the
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab and sputum samples
were collected on April 2, 2020, from an asymptomatic patient.
The RNA was extracted before real-time reverse transcriptase
(RT) -PCR procedures to detect SARS-CoV-2. The genome details
were deposited in public databases such as the National Center
of Biotechnology Information (NCBI), and Global Initiative on Shar-
ing All Influenza Data (GISAID).
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2.2. Next-generation sequencing of the full-length viral genome

A next-generation sequencing (NGS) library was constructed
after amplifying the isolates’ full-length genes using the synthe-
sised cDNA using SuperScriptIV (Invitrogen) with some modifica-
tions. Briefly, 5 ml of the cDNA was used as the template for
multiplex PCR using Q5 polymerase (NEB, Ipwich, MA) and the
Artic v3 primer pools during library preparation [17]. The con-
structed library was sequenced on an iSeq 100 (run configuration
of 1 � 300 bp).

2.3. Sequence analysis

The SARS-CoV-2 genome was reconstructed from the raw reads
using a combination of a bioinformatic tool as listed in https://
github.com/CDCgov/SARS-CoV-2_Sequencing/tree/master/proto-
cols/BFX-UT_ARTIC_Illumina. The genome sequences from other
studies related to human and animal coronavirus sequences were
mined from the GISAID (https://www.gisaid.org) and NCBI Gen-
Bank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/).

2.4. Public database SARS-CoV-2 genome analysis

Specifically, a total of 292 whole-genome sequences of SARS-
CoV-2 of Malaysia uploaded to GISAID were retrieved up to January
7, 2021, for the analysis of dominance lineage and D614G fre-
quency. Only high coverage complete sequences (n = 250) were
kept for analysis. Analysis of dominance lineage was done manu-
ally by categorising downloaded virus sequences based on their
lineages. The frequencies of G614 over D614 virus variants were
analysed using Nextstrain SARS-CoV-2 resources database
(https://nextstrain.org/). One hundred sixty-nine complete
sequences of Malaysian SARS-CoV-2, G614 variant obtained from
GISAID was used to retrieve S gene and Spike protein sequences.
Only high coverage complete sequences (n = 144) were kept for
analysis. The S gene sequence of 114 Malaysian SARS-CoV-2,
G614 variant was identified using multiple sequence alignment
against the S gene of NCBI reference strain WuHan-Hu-1 genome
(NC_045512.2:21563-25384) obtained from GenBank (https://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sars-cov-2/). The multiple sequence align-
ment was performed using DECIPHER [18] and SeqinR [19] pack-
ages in R version 4.0.2. and finalised using MEGA X 10.1 [20].
The identified S gene was translated into the amino acids sequence
using MEGA X 10.1. The Spike protein of 114 Malaysian SARS-CoV-
2, G614 variant was confirmed through multiple sequence align-
ment against Spike protein retrieved from NCBI reference
sequence: YP_009724390.1 (GenPept). The multiple sequence
alignment of amino acids was performed using DECIPHER and
SeqinR packages in R version 4.0.2. Here, the Spike protein
sequence of Pahang/IIUM91 was used to generate the phylogenetic
tree and 3D structural protein.

2.5. Phylogenetic tree analysis

The evolutionary analysis was inferred using the Neighbour-
Joining method [21]. The bootstrap consensus tree inferred from
1000 replicates was taken to represent the evolutionary history
of the taxa analysed [22]. Branches corresponding to partitions
reproduced in less than 50% bootstrap replicates were collapsed.
The percentage of replicate trees in which the associated taxa clus-
tered together in the bootstrap test (1000 replicates) were shown
next to the branches. The evolutionary distances were computed
using the Jones-Taylor-Thornton matrix-based method [23] and
were in the units of the number of amino acid substitutions per
site. The rate variation among sites was modelled with a gamma
distribution (shape parameter = 2). All positions containing gaps
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Table 1
The number of complete and high coverage SARS-CoV-2 genome (Malaysian isolate) for each lineage, and the summary of the linage.

Lineage Number of complete and high
coverage hCoV-19/Malaysia
genome

Most common countries Description

A 3 United_Arab_Emirates 21.0%, China
14.0%, USA 9.0%, Japan 5.0%, UK 5.0%

The root of the pandemic lies within lineage A. Many sequences originating from
China and many global exports; including to South East Asia Japan South Korea
Australia the USA and Europe represented in this lineage

B 18 UK 40.0%, USA 15.0%, China 13.0%,
Spain 3.0%, Singapore 3.0%

Base of this lineage also lies in China, with many global exports, two distinct
SNPs ‘8782TC‘ and ‘28144CT‘ define this lineage

B.1 9 USA 48.0%, UK 20.0%, Denmark 4.0%,
France 3.0%, Australia 3.0%

A large European lineage that corresponds to the Italian outbreak.

B.1.1 16 UK 49.0%, USA 11.0%, Russia 4.0%,
Portugal 3.0%, Denmark 3.0%

European lineage with 3 clear SNPs ‘28881GA‘, ‘28882GA‘, ‘28883GC‘

B.1.1.1 2 UK 84.0%, Belgium 2.0%, Denmark
2.0%, Switzerland 2.0%, Peru 1.0%

UK/ Europe lineage

B.1.1.282 1 USA 96.0%, Mexico 2.0%, UK 2.0% USA lineage
B.1.1.312 1 USA 100.0% Gambian lineage
B.1.1.63 2 Hong_Kong 69.0%, Australia 15.0%,

Singapore 3.0%, South_Korea 3.0%, UK
2.0%

Hong Kong lineage

B.1.160.3 2 Indonesia 61.0%, Singapore 17.0%,
Malaysia 9.0%, Hong_Kong 4.0%,
Taiwan 4.0%

Indonesian lineage

B.1.246 1 Saudi_Arabia 55.0%, India 15.0%, UK
10.0%, Nigeria 6.0%, Australia 4.0%

Saudi Arabian lineage, previously some assigned B.1.160

B.1.247 2 Denmark 24.0%, India 22.0%, UK
20.0%, Saudi_Arabia 13.0%, Australia
4.0%

Indian/ Saudi Arabian diversity, now European and Australian diversity too,
previously some assigned B.1.160 and B.1.36

B.1.255 1 USA 70.0%, UK 5.0%, Canada 4.0%,
Australia 3.0%, Colombia 2.0%

North American lineage, with other global diversity

B.1.36 2 UK 46.0%, India 25.0%, Denmark 9.0%,
Australia 3.0%, Saudi_Arabia 3.0%

Global lineage with lots of representation of sequences from India and Saudi
Arabia. Sequences also from Europe and the UK. Now includes some sequences
that previously had been assigned B.1.113.

B.1.36.16 6 UK 40.0%, Thailand 30.0%, Bangladesh
13.0%, Singapore 7.0%, Malaysia 5.0%

Bangladesh/UK lineage

B.1.5 97 UK 25.0%, USA 20.0%, Spain 12.0%,
Switzerland 7.0%, France 3.0%

Spanish base, European lineage/ lots of Spanish sequences towards the basal
end of the subtree and exports worldwide.

B.1.78 1 Netherlands 93.0%, UK 4.0%, USA
1.0%, Malaysia 1.0%

Netherlands lineage

B.1.98 1 UK 74.0%, USA 16.0%, Australia 4.0%,
Canada 1.0%, Chile 1.0%

Some reassigned to B.1.5.33, UK lineage

Lineage Number of complete and high
coverage hCoV-19/Malaysia genome

Most common countries Description

B.12 1 Japan 97.0%, Malaysia 3.0% Japanese lineage
B.28 1 UK 78.0%, Australia 6.0%, USA 5.0%, Jordan 2.0%, Canada 1.0% UK lineage
B.3 1 UK 61.0%, Germany 9.0%, Belgium 4.0%, Australia 4.0%, Denmark 4.0% A European lineage
B.6 45 India 56.0%, Australia 8.0%, Malaysia 6.0%, Singapore 5.0%, USA 5.0% Indian lineage
B.6.1 18 Malaysia 91.0%, India 5.0%, Brunei 5.0% Malaysian lineage
B.6.2 12 Malaysia 100.0% Malaysian lineage
B.6.6 7 Singapore 92.0%, India 7.0%, Malaysia 1.0%, Australia 1.0% Singapore lineage

Notes: The analysis presented here was based on January 7, 2021. The current major lineage circulated in Malaysia was highlighted in bold.
The lineage description was described as in lineage database (https://cov-lineages.org/lineages.html).

Fig. 1. Frequencies of D614 variant and G614 variant since first detected in Malaysia (colored by Genotype at Spike protein, positioned 614 and normalized to 100% at each
time point for 56 out of total of 4017 tips). The figure was generated using Nextstrain SARS-CoV-2 resources database (https://nextstrain.org/ncov/asia?c=gt-S_614&
f_division=Malaysia).
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and missing data were eliminated (complete deletion option). Evo-
lutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA X [20].

2.6. 3D structure of protein molecular modelling of Spike protein

The 3D structure of G614 Spike protein of Pahang/IIUM91 was
modelled using the SWISS-MODEL server [24] using the most fitted
protein template available from Protein Database Bank (PDB).
Model quality was evaluated by Qualitative Model Energy ANalysis
(QMEAN) [25,26], while the structure of the model was visualised
Table 2
The hCoV-19/Malaysia harbouring D614G at Spike protein (March to May 2020).

Virus name Accession ID

hCoV-19/Malaysia/IIUM91/2020 EPI_ISL_455313
hCoV-19/Malaysia/IMR_WC55122/2020 EPI_ISL_490089
hCoV-19/Malaysia/IMR_WC90685/2020 EPI_ISL_490101
hCoV-19/Malaysia/IMR_WC94764/2020 EPI_ISL_490103
hCoV-19/Malaysia/0121/2020 EPI_ISL_501176
hCoV-19/Malaysia/0309/2020 EPI_ISL_501177
hCoV-19/Malaysia/1497/2020 EPI_ISL_501185
hCoV-19/Malaysia/3479/2020 EPI_ISL_501204
hCoV-19/Malaysia/3611/2020 EPI_ISL_501207
hCoV-19/Malaysia/8451/2020 EPI_ISL_501222
hCoV-19/Malaysia/MGI-G873/2020 EPI_ISL_528738
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0729/2020 EPI_ISL_718132
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0803/2020 EPI_ISL_718136
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0298/2020 EPI_ISL_718138
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-3325/2020 EPI_ISL_718139
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0179/2020 EPI_ISL_718140
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-M0710/2020 EPI_ISL_718145
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0358/2020 EPI_ISL_718148
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-1020/2020 EPI_ISL_718149
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0172/2020 EPI_ISL_718150
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-1741/2020 EPI_ISL_718151
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0136/2020 EPI_ISL_718152
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-1589/2020 EPI_ISL_718153
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-M3002/2020 EPI_ISL_718154
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-2304/2020 EPI_ISL_718155
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0243/2020 EPI_ISL_718157
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-4248R/2020 EPI_ISL_718158
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-1197/2020 EPI_ISL_718161
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0242/2020 EPI_ISL_718162
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0099/2020 EPI_ISL_718163
hCoV-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0217/2020 EPI_ISL_718164

*Pahang/IIUM91 was highlighted in grey. The data presented here were analysed using

Table 3
Summary of G614 hCoV-19/Malaysia variant.

States Lineage Number of the virus with D614G at Spike protein First

Pahang B.1.247 1 hCoV
Selangor B.1.1.1 1 hCoV

B.1.246 1 hCoV
Kuala Lumpur B.1.1 4 hCoV

B.1.1.282 1 hCoV
B.1.98 1 hCoV

Sarawak B.1 8 hCoV
B.1.5 60 hCoV
B.1.160.3 2 hCoV
B.1.36 2 hCoV
B.1.1.312 1 hCoV
B.6 1 hCoV

Not specified B.1 1 hCoV
B.1.1 12 hCoV
B.1.1.1 1 hCoV
B.1.1.63 2 hCoV
B.1.36.16 6 hCoV
B.1.255 1 hCoV
B.1.5 37 hCoV
B.1.247 1 hCoV

Total 144

*The data presented here were analysed using dataset available in GISAID database and
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using the PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.0
Schrödinger, LLC. The 3D structure of D614 Spike protein of
YP_009724390.1 was uploaded onto the DynaMut web server
[27] to examine the effect of D614G mutation on Pahang/IIUM91
Spike protein.

3. Results and discussion

Targeting for a complete and high coverage SARS-CoV-2, the
250 SARS-Cov-2 Malaysian isolates were categorised accordingly
Collection date Location information Lineage

2/4/2020 Pahang B.1.247
10/5/2020 Selangor B.1.1.1
29/5/2020 Not Specified B.1.1.1
29/5/2020 Not Specified B.1.255
21/3/2020 Kuala Lumpur B.1.1
22/3/2020 Kuala Lumpur B.1.1
25/3/2020 Kuala Lumpur B.1.1
30/3/2020 Kuala Lumpur B.1.1
31/3/2020 Kuala Lumpur B.1.1.282
12/4/2020 Kuala Lumpur B.1.98
7/4/2020 Selangor B.1.246
7/4/2020 Sarawak B.1
8/4/2020 Sarawak B.1
2/4/2020 Sarawak B.6
21/4/2020 Sarawak B.1
1/4/2020 Sarawak B.1
13/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
3/4/2020 Sarawak B.1
9/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
31/3/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
13/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
31/3/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
13/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
7/5/2020 Sarawak B.1
16/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
1/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
25/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
10/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
1/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5
31/3/2020 Sarawak B.1
1/4/2020 Sarawak B.1.5

dataset available in the GISAID database and was based on January 7, 2021.

virus identified with D614G mutation in Spike protein Earliest collection date

-19/Malaysia/IIUM91/2020 2/4/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR_WC55122/2020 10/5/2020
-19/Malaysia/MGI-G873/2020 7/4/2020
-19/Malaysia/0121/2020 21/3/2020
-19/Malaysia/3611/2020 31/3/2020
-19/Malaysia/8451/2020 12/4/2020
-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0099/2020 31/3/2020
-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0172/2020 31/3/2020
-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-15695/2020 14/10/2020
-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-15723/2020 28/10/2020
-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-15784/2020 12/11/2020
-19/Malaysia/UNIMAS-0298/2020 2/4/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR-CV136859/2020 1/9/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR-WI085/2020 27/7/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR_WC90685/2020 29/5/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR-WI109/2020 25/7/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR-WI194/2020 16/10/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR_WC94764/2020 29/5/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR-CV138548/2020 1/9/2020
-19/Malaysia/IMR-WC206980/2020 12/10/2020

was based on January 7, 2021.
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to its lineages. As of the analysis presented here is based on January
7, 2021, there were 24 lineages of SARS-CoV-2 circulating in
Malaysia, with the major lineage reported here was B.1.5 (Table 1,
highlighted in bold). Further analysis using lineage database
(https://cov-lineages.org/lineages.html) shows that the lineage of
B.1.5 was found to be common in the UK (25.0%), USA (20.0%),
Spain (12.0%), Switzerland (7.0%), France (3.0%), hence described
as Spanish base, European lineage/lots of Spanish sequences
towards the basal end of the subtree and exports around the globe
(Table 1, highlighted in bold). The lack of available clinical meta-
data deposited in GISAID prevented our investigation of the associ-
ation between viral lineage and severity of circulating virus in
Malaysia. Besides, the number of whole-genome sequence of
hCoV-19/Malaysia strains deposited in GISAID is still not repre-
senting the real patterns of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak in Malaysia.
Our analysis found that, of 250 whole-genome sequences of
Fig. 2. Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree of G614 variant Spike protein built from 2
YP_009724390.1, D614 variant Spike protein from reference strain WuHan-Hu-1 genom
Possible virus isolates from Sivagangga cluster based on the sample collection date (July 2
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
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hCoV-19/Malaysia, 77 complete sequences were not specified to
the states where the samples were isolated. On top of that, there
were only four states of Malaysia had contributed to the complete
and high coverage whole genome sequence of hCoV-19/Malaysia;
Selangor (25), Kuala Lumpur (57), Pahang (2) and Sarawak (89).
This significant limitation faced in our present study is likely to
be a significant hurdle to similar studies. The issues could be
resolved by establishing a complete 2019 Novel Coronavirus
(SARS-CoV-2) Strain Genome Database in Malaysia assigning a cur-
rent circulating strain to the corresponding cluster and better clar-
ity of strain and mutation identification.

As of January 16, 2021, MOH has announced the number of new
cases of positive COVID-19 soar to 4,029, the highest record of
daily positive cases reported in Malaysia [3]. In this study, we pro-
posed that the vast majority of all new cases of COVID-19 in Malay-
sia may be contributed by an increase in normalising frequency of
0 virus sequences first identified in Malaysia (Table 3). NCBI reference sequence:
e (NC_045512.2) was used as outgroup. Pahang/IIUM91 was labelled in a red box.
020) were labelled in a yellow box. The tree was rooted to the YP_009724390.1. (For
the web version of this article.)

https://cov-lineages.org/lineages.html
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the G614 variant over D614 variant circulating in this country
since first detected in Malaysia until January 2021 (Fig. 1). While
MOH announced D614G mutation was first identified in Malaysia
on July 13, 2020, which belongs to Sivagangga cluster in Kedah
[28], our analysis revealed 31 strains of hCoV-19/Malaysia har-
bouring D614G mutation were detected as early as in March to
May 2020 (Table 2). Moreover, the data stated here was supported
by the data reported in the Nextstrain SARS-CoV-2 resources data-
base (https://nextstrain.org/) shown in Fig. 1. The data presented in
Table 2 also suggest that G614 variant of SARS-CoV-2 has been cir-
culating earlier in Pahang, Selangor, Kuala Lumpur and Sarawak.
This study also reported that of 250 high coverage complete gen-
ome hCoV-19/Malaysia strains deposited in the GISAID database,
114 of the virus strains harboured D614G mutations in Spike pro-
tein (Table 3). Altogether, these results suggest the SARS-CoV-2
Fig. 3. Neighbor-Joining phylogenetic tree of G614 variant Spike protein built from Pro
amino acid sequence. A maximum of ten amino acid sequences of Spike protein was sele
D614 variant Spike protein from WuHan-Hu-1 genome (NC_045512.2) was used as outgr
The tree was rooted to the YP_009724390.1. (For interpretation of the references to col
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Malaysia isolate was subjected to intense positive selection pres-
sure [29] and a persistent D614G mutation identified may be
responsible for the quick spread of SARS-CoV-2 in Malaysia.

In this study, we reported that the D614G mutated SARS-CoV-2
of Pahang isolate-Pahang/IIUM91earlier collected from an asymp-
tomatic patient on April 2, 2020 (highlighted in grey (Table 2))
has been deposited in GenBank and GISAID database with the
accession number MW079428 and the GISAID EpiCoV
EPI_ISL_455313, respectively. The accession numbers for the Illu-
mina iSeq 100 sequence raw reads in the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive (SRA) were PRJNA667798 (BioProject), SRX9252202
(SRA), & SAMN16383835 (BioSample).

Next, we investigated our Pahang/IIUM91 G614 variant Spike
protein’s phylogenetic analysis against other G614 variants of
Spike protein of Malaysia strains (Fig. 2). To do this, of the 114 of
tein BLAST searches of Pahang/IIUM91 (EPI ISL 455313-IIUM91-MALAYSIA) Spike
cted as representative for each country. NCBI reference sequence: YP_009724390.1,
oup. Pahang/IIUM91 (EPI ISL 455313-IIUM91-MALAYSIA) was labelled in a red box.
our in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

https://nextstrain.org/


Fig. 4. 3D structure model of G614 variant Pahang/IIUM91Spike protein. The model
was coloured by the chain and built with ProMod3 3.2.0 using SWISS-MODEL
server. Chain A = Green, Chain B = Light blue, Chain C = Purple. The location of G614
residues was shown as Gly-614. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. Model-Template alignment coverage of Pahang/IIUM91 Spike protein-to-
6xr8.1.A template generated using SWISS-MODEL. 3D structure model was built
based on the residues 14-1162. Residues 1-13 and 1163-1273 were not included in
the 3D structure due to lack of relevant template structures. The scheme colours
indicate the quality estimation QMEAN Z- score. The blue specifies that the protein–
protein interface was modelled with confidence, while orange specifies that the
protein–protein interface was modelled with less confidence [26]. The red box
indicates the location of the G614 residue. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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G614 variants, 20 earliest virus strains from each lineage found in
each state (Table 3) were selected for analysis. Our phylogenetic
analysis of Spike protein of G614 variant shows Pahang/IIUM91
(a red box) sampled on April 2, 2020, from lineage B.1.247 was clo-
sely related to Selangor /IMR_WC55122 sampled on May 10, 2020,
from lineage B.1.1.1 (Fig. 2). While the G614 variant from Siva-
gangga cluster occurred in Kedah was reported to emerge in
Malaysia in July 2020 [28,30], the data deposited in the GISAID
suggest that the possible virus responsible for spreading from this
cluster could be either; IMR-WI109, sampled on July 25, 2020 (a
yellow box) from lineage B.1.1.63 or IMR-WI085, sampled on July
27, 2020 (a yellow box) from lineage B.1.1. Hence, suggesting that
Pahang/IIUM91, G614 variant Spike protein, was distantly corre-
lated to these possible Sivagangga cluster’s virus strains.

This result raised a question of where this Pahang/IIUM91,
G614 variant Spike protein possibly originated from. To do this,
we uploaded the Spike protein sequence of Pahang/IIUM91 onto
the Protein BLAST (blastP) database, and the protein sequence
was blasted using default parameters. This analysis result 100
sequences of Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, with a percentage iden-
tity range of 99.90% to 100%, and a query coverage score of 99%. Of
this, 100 Spike protein sequences, we select a maximum of 10
Spike protein sequences as representatives from each country.
Our phylogenetic analysis of G614 Spike protein indicates that a
target of Pahang/IIUM91 (EPI ISL 455313-IIUM91-MALAYSIA, in a
red box), was closely related to QMU 94884.1-BANGLADESH
(Fig. 3). Therefore, suggesting Pahang/IIUM91 was not correlated
to Sivagangga cluster, which originated from India [29].

3D structure model of Pahang/IIUM91 Spike protein obtained
from SWISS-MODEL server shown in Fig. 4 will be used as a model
to study the molecular docking of this mutated virus in another
publication. The protein template 6xr8.1.A (distinct conformation
states of SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein) [31] was selected for mod-
elling protein with the sequence identity 99.92%, and Global Model
Quality Estimation (GMQE) score 0.75. This 3D structure of
Pahang/IIUM91-G614 variant Spike protein-to-6xr8. 1. A template
covered the residues of 14-1162 (Fig. 5). The QMEAN score of the
model is �1.26, and GMQE score is 0.71 (Table 4). Predicted pro-
tein–ligand binding residues of the predicted 3D structure of
Pahang/IIUM91 were listed in Table 4. A close-up view of D614
residue of reference Spike protein, YP_009724390.1 and G614 resi-
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Table 4
Summary of 3D structure model of Pahang/IIUM91Spike protein.

Oligo-State Ligands GMQE QMEAN

Homo-trimer
(matching
prediction

1 � NAG: 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-beta-D-glucopyranose; 0.71 �1.26
1 � NAG-NAG: 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-beta-D-glucopyranose-(1-4)-2-acetamido-2-deoxy-beta-D-glucopyranose;
1 � NAG-NAG-FUC: 2-acetamido-2-deoxy-beta-D-glucopyranose-(1-4)-[alpha-L-fucopyranose-(1-6)]2-acetamido-2-deoxy-
beta-D-glucopyranose;
2 � NAG-NAG-MAN: alpha-D-mannopyranose-(1-4)-2-acetamido-2-deoxy-beta-D-glucopyranose-(1-4)-2-acetamido-2-
deoxy-beta-D-glucopyranose;

Note: The QMEAN Z-score above �4.0 is described as good 3D structure model [26]. The resulting GMQE score is expressed as a number between 0 and 1, reflecting the
expected accuracy of a model built with that alignment and template, normalised by the target sequence’s coverage. Higher numbers indicate higher reliability.
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due of Pahang/IIUM91 Spike protein visualised in Fig. 6 showed
interatomic interactions of wild type D614 and G614 mutant resi-
dues. An earlier study showed that the substitution of Asp614 with
glycine changes hydrogen bonding around residue 614, as the
Asp614-Thr859 hydrogen bond was eliminated while interaction
with intradomain Ala647 was strengthened [32]. The change from
D614 to G614 (Fig. 6) was previously reported not to cause any
large structural rearrangement except for the loss of D614-K854
salt bridge in the fusion peptide proximal region (FPPR) [30,32].
Insight into the mechanism by which D614G increases infectivity,
D614G mutation had increased both the stability (Table 5) and
molecule flexibility (Table 6) of Pahang/IIUM91 Spike protein.
Fig. 6. A close-up view of D614 residue of reference Spike protein, YP_009724390.1 and
and mutant residues were coloured in light green and represented as sticks alongside the
DynaMut. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reade

Table 5
The change in protein stability DDG (kcal/mol) due to D614G mutation in Spike Protein.

Virus Change in protein stability,
DDG (kcal/mol) by DynaMut

Stabilising/Desta

Pahang/IIUM91 0.28 Stabilizing

Note: DDG � 0 as stabilizing and DDG less than 0 as destabilizing [27]. The analysis w

Table 6
The effect of D614G on the entropy energy between wild-type and mutant structures (in

Virus D Vibrational entropy energy between wild-type and mutant,

Pahang/IIUM91 0.065

*The analysis was performed using DynaMut server.
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Zhang et al. [33] suggest the virus with G614 variant has more
stable G614 trimmer, as the receptor-binding domain (RBD) -
down conformation is reinforced by both newly identified 630
loops and FPPR, consequently raising the barrier for the closed-
to-open transition of the RBD. On top of that, disruption of the
interprotomer latch between D614 in S1 and T859 in S2 due to
D614G mutation results in increased distance between the pro-
moters and a dramatic flip in the ratio of open to closed Spike pro-
tein particle, thus more open confirmation of its RBD [31]. Gained
in molecule flexibility due to D614G mutation in Pahang/IIUM91
may increase protein thermostability, enabling the mutated virus
to absorb more heat for the same increase in temperature than
G614 residue of Pahang/IIUM91 Spike protein. Interatomic interactions of wild type
surrounding residues involved in any interaction. The models were visualized using
r is referred to the web version of this article.)

bilising DDG (kcal/mol) by other
structure-based methods

Stabilising/Destabilising

mCSM: �0.21 Destabilizing
SDM: 2.330 Stabilising
DUET: 0.475 Stabilising

as performed using DynaMut server.

kcal/mol/K) of Spike protein.

DDSVib ENCoM, (kcal.mol-1.K-1) Molecule flexibility (Increase/ Decrease)

Increase
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wild-type virus [13,34]. These conformational changes in G614
trimmer, rendered virus with D614G mutating to be more
immunogenic than wild-type D614 virus [31]. This mutational fea-
ture may substantially contribute to understanding the variability
of COVID-19 susceptibility, severity, and outcomes in the popula-
tion [35].

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, increases trend of positive COVID-19 in Malaysia
may be contributed by major SARS-CoV-2 lineage B.5 which har-
bour D614G mutation in Spike protein. Here we report that
COVID-19 with D614Gmutation has been circulating in our society
earlier than the case reported by MOH. Establishment of complete
SARS-CoV-2 strain genome database in Malaysia is critical to pro-
ceed. This genome database would be beneficial at baseline to
improve diagnosis and vaccine development treatment in the near
future. We also reported that D614Gmutated Pahang/IIUM91 virus
was circulating in Pahang since April 2020. This virus was not
related to the mutant D614G virus introduced by Sivagangga clus-
ter. The 3D structure model of Pahang/IIUM91 a G614 variant will
be used as a model for future analysis, particularly on the vaccine
effectiveness study and potential phytochemicals. D614Gmutation
in Spike protein enabled Pahang/IIUM91 to increase its stability
and fitness, thus contributing to a massive increase in COVID-19
positive cases detected in Pahang.
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